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Post-Newtonian SPH calculations of binary neutron star coalescence. III. Irrotational systems and
gravitational wave spectra
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~Received 31 October 2001; published 9 April 2002!

Gravitational wave~GW! signals from coalescing binary neutron stars may soon become detectable by
laser-interferometer detectors. Using our new post-Newtonian~PN! smoothed particle hydrodynamics~SPH!
code, we have studied numerically the mergers of neutron star binaries with irrotational initial configurations.
These are the most physically realistic initial conditions just prior to merger, since the neutron stars in these
systems are expected to be spinning slowly at large separation, and the viscosity of neutron star matter is too
small for tidal synchronization to be effective at small separation. However, the large shear that develops
during the merger makes irrotational systems particularly difficult to study numerically in 3D. In addition, in
PN gravity, accurate irrotational initial conditions are much more difficult to construct numerically than coro-
tating initial conditions. Here we describe a new method for constructing numerically accurate initial condi-
tions for irrotational binary systems with circular orbits in PN gravity. We then compute the 3D hydrodynamic
evolution of these systems until the two stars have completely merged, and we determine the corresponding
GW signals. We present results for systems with different binary mass ratios, and for neutron stars represented
by polytropes withG52 or G53. Compared to mergers of corotating binaries, we find that irrotational binary
mergers produce similar peak GW luminosities, but they shed almost no mass at all to large distances. The
dependence of the GW signal on numerical resolution for calculations performed withN*105 SPH particles is
extremely weak, and we find excellent agreement between runs utilizingN5105 and N5106 SPH particles
~the largest SPH calculation ever performed to study such irrotational binary mergers!. We also compute GW
energy spectra based on all calculations reported here and in our previous works. We find that PN effects lead
to clearly identifiable features in the GW energy spectrum of binary neutron star mergers, which may yield
important information about the nuclear equation of state at extreme densities.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.084042 PACS number~s!: 04.30.Db, 47.11.1j, 95.85.Sz, 97.60.Jd
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Coalescing neutron star~NS! binaries are likely to be one
of the most important sources of gravitational radiation
the ground-based laser-interferometer detectors in the L
Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observational~LIGO!
@1#, VIRGO @2#, GEO600@3#, and TAMA @4#. These inter-
ferometers are most sensitive to gravitational wave~GW!
signals in the frequency range from about 10 Hz to 300
which corresponds to the last several thousand orbits of
inspiral. During this period, the binary orbit is decaying ve
slowly, with the separationr (t) and phasef(t) following
the standard theoretical treatment for the inspiral of t
point masses~see, e.g.,@5#!. Theoretical templates for th
corresponding quasiperiodic GW signals covering an app
priate range of values for the NS masses, as well as or
phases and inclination angles, can be calculated to great
cision ~see, e.g.,@6# and references therein!, and template
matching techniques can therefore be used to extract sig
from noisy interferometer data. When the binary separa
r (t) has decreased all the way down to a few NS radii,
system becomes dynamically unstable@7# and the two stars
merge hydrodynamically in;1 ms. The characteristic GW
frequency of the final burstlike signal is*1 kHz, outside
the range accessible by current broadband detectors. T
GW signals may become detectable, however, by the us
signal recycling techniques, which provide increased se
tivity in a narrow frequency band@8#. These techniques ar
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now being tested at GEO600, and will be used by the n
generation of ground-based interferometers. Point-mass
spiral templates break down during the final few orbits.
stead, 3D numerical hydrodynamic calculations are requ
to describe the binary merger phase and predict theoretic
the GW signals that will carry information about the N
equation of state~EOS!.

The first hydrodynamic calculations of binary NS merge
in Newtonian gravity were performed by Nakamura, Ooha
and collaborators using a grid-based, Eulerian fini
difference code@9#. Rasio and Shapiro@10#, ~RS! later used
Lagrangian smoothed particle hydrodynamics~SPH! calcula-
tions to study both the stability properties of close NS bin
ries and the evolution of dynamically unstable systems
complete coalescence. Since then, several groups have
formed increasingly sophisticated calculations in Newton
gravity, exploring the full parameter space of the proble
with either SPH@11–13# or the Eulerian, grid-based piece
wise parabolic method~PPM! @14–16#, and focusing on top-
ics as diverse as the GW energy spectrum@11#, the produc-
tion of r-process elements@13#, and the neutrino emission a
a possible trigger for gamma-ray bursts@16#. Some of these
Newtonian calculations have included terms to model
proximately the effects of the gravitational radiation reacti
@16#.

The first calculations to include the first-order pos
Newtonian~1PN! corrections to Newtonian gravity, as we
as the lowest-order dissipative effects of the gravitatio
radiation reaction~2.5PN! were performed by Shibata
©2002 The American Physical Society42-1
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Oohara, and Nakamura, using an Eulerian grid-based me
@17#. More recently, the authors~ @18,19#, hereafter paper 1
and paper 2, respectively!, as well as Ayalet al. @20#, have
performed PN SPH calculations, using the PN hydrodyna
ics formalism developed by Blanchet, Damour, and Scha¨fer
@21#, ~BDS!. These calculations have revealed that the ad
tion of 1PN terms can have a significant effect on the res
of hydrodynamic merger calculations, and on the theoret
predictions for GW signals. For example, paper 1 showe
comparison between two calculations for initially corotatin
equal-mass binary NS systems. In the first calculation, ra
tion reaction effects were included, but no 1PN terms w
used, whereas a complete set of both 1PN and 2.5PN te
were included in the second calculation. It was found that
inclusion of 1PN terms affected the evolution of the syst
both prior to merger and during the merger itself. The fin
inspiral rate of the PN binary just prior to merger was mu
more rapid, indicating that the orbit became dynamically u
stable at a greater separation. Additionally, the GW lumin
ity produced by the PN system showed a series of sev
peaks, absent from the Newtonian calculation.

Most previous hydrodynamic calculations of binary N
mergers have assumed corotating initial conditions,
many modeled the stars as initially spherical. However, r
binary NS are unlikely to be described well by such init
conditions. Just prior to contact, tidal deformations can
quite large and the stars can have very nonspherical sh
@7#. Nevertheless, because of the very low viscosity of
NS fluid, the tidal synchronization time scale for coalesc
NS binaries is expected to always be longer than the orb
decay time scale@22#. Therefore, a corotating state is u
physical. In addition, at large separation, the NS in th
systems are expected to be spinning slowly~see, e.g.,@23#;
observed spin periods for radio pulsars in double NS syst
are *50 ms, much longer than their final orbital period!.
Thus, the fluid in close NS binaries should remain nea
irrotational ~in the inertial frame! and the stars in these sy
tems can be described approximately by irrotational R
mann ellipsoids@7,22,24,25#. In paper 2, we showed tha
nonsynchronized initial conditions can lead to significant d
ferences in the hydrodynamic evolution of coalescing bi
ries, especially in the amount of mass ejected as a resu
the rotational instability that develops during the merger.

There are many difficulties associated with numerical c
culations of binary mergers with irrotational initial cond
tions, especially in PN gravity. Foremost of these is the d
ficulty in preparing the initial, quasiequilibrium state of th
binary system. In synchronized binaries, the two stars ar
rest in a reference frame which corotates with the syst
and thus relaxation techniques can be used to construc
curately the hydrostatic equilibrium initial state in this cor
tating frame~see@10# and paper 1!. For irrotational systems
no such frame exists in which the entire fluid would app
to be in hydrostatic equilibrium. Instead, one must determ
self-consistently the initial velocity field of the fluid in th
inertial frame. Otherwise~e.g., when simple spherical mod
els are used!, spurious oscillations caused by initial devi
tions from equilibrium can lead to numerical errors. This
especially of concern in PN gravity, where the strength of
08404
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gravitational force at any point in the NS contains term
proportional to the gravitational potential and pressure
1PN order.

Another serious problem for hydrodynamic calculatio
with irrotational initial conditions is the issue of spatial res
lution and numerical convergence. As was first pointed ou
RS2, in a frame corotating with the binary orbital motio
irrotational stars appear counterspinning so that, when t
first make contact during the coalescence, a vortex she
formed along the interface. This tangential discontinuity
Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable at all wavelengths@26#. The sheet
is expected to break into a turbulent boundary layer wh
propagates into the fluid and generates vorticity through
sipation on small scales. How well this can be handled by
numerical calculations with limited spatial resolution is u
clear.

The outline of our paper is as follows. Section II prese
a summary of our numerical methods, including a brief d
scription of our PN SPH code, and an explanation of
method used to construct irrotational initial conditions in P
gravity. Additionally, we give the parameters and assum
tions for all new calculations discussed in this paper. Sec
III presents our numerical results based on SPH calculat
for several representative binary systems, all with irrotatio
initial configurations, but varying mass ratios and NS EO
To test our numerical methods, we also study the effects
changing the initial binary separation and the numerical re
lution. Section IV presents GW energy spectra calcula
from the runs in this and previous papers, as well as a
cussion of how the measurement of spectral features c
constrain the NS EOS. A summary of our PN results a
possible directions for further research, including the pos
bility of fully relativistic SPH calculations, are presented
Sec. V.

II. NUMERICAL METHODS

A. Conventions and basic parameters

All our calculations were performed using the pos
Newtonian~PN! SPH code described in detail in papers
and 2. It is a Lagrangian, particle-based code, with a tre
ment of relativistic hydrodynamics and self-gravity adapt
from the PN formalism of BDS. As in our previous work, w
use a hybrid 1PN/2.5PN formalism, in which radiation rea
tion effects are treated at full strength~i.e., corresponding to
realistic NS parameters!, but 1PN corrections are scale
down by a factor of about 3 to make them numerically tra
table ~see below!. We did not perform any new Newtonia
calculations for this paper. All the Poisson-type field equ
tions of the BDS formalism are solved on grids of size 253,
including the space for zero-padding, which yields the pro
boundary conditions. Shock heating, which is norma
treated via an SPH artificial viscosity, was ignored, since
plays a negligible role in binary coalescence, especially
fluids with a very stiff EOS. All runs, except those used
study the effects of numerical resolution on our results,
53104 SPH particles per NS~i.e., the total number of par
2-2
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POST-NEWTONIAN SPH . . . .III. . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 084042
ticles N5105), independent of the binary mass ratioq. The
number of SPH particle neighbors is set toNN5100 for all
runs withN5105.

Unless indicated otherwise, we use units such thatG
5M5R51, whereM andR are the mass and radius of on
NS. In calculations for unequal-mass binaries, we use
mass and radius of the primary. As in our previous pap
we compute the gravitational radiation reaction assum
that the speed of lightc2.5PN52.5 in our units, which corre-
sponds to a neutron star compactnessGM/Rc2.5PN

2 50.16.
For a standard NS mass of 1.4M ( this also corresponds to
radius R513 km. The unit of frequency~used throughout
Sec. IV! is then

f dyn[S GM

R3 D 1/2

59.2 kHzS M

1.4M (
D 1/2

3S R

13 kmD 23/2

. ~1!

In order to keep all 1PN terms sufficiently small with respe
to Newtonian quantities, we calculate them assuming
somewhat larger value of the speed of light,c1PN54.47,
which would correspond to NS withGM/Rc1PN

2 50.05.
As in our previous work, all calculations in this paper u

a simple polytropic EOS, i.e., the pressure is given in ter
of the mass-energy density byP5kr

*
G . We useG53 to

represent a typical stiff NS EOS, andG52 to represent a
somewhat softer EOS. The values of the polytropic cons
k for all our NS models~determined by the mass-radius r
lation! are the same as those used in paper 2~see Table 1
therein!. Models for single NS are taken from papers 1 and
It should be noted that models of NS with identical mas
and polytropic constants but different numbers of SPH p
ticles may have slightly different effective radii, due to n
merical resolution effects near the stellar surface.

It is not easy to define a meaningful and accurate origin
time for merger calculations. The moment of first conta
between the two stars is difficult to determine accurat
since it involves the smoothing lengths of particles loca
near the surface of each NS, where the method is least a
rate. Therefore, following the convention in our earlier p
pers, we set the absolute time scale for each run by defi
the moment of peak GW luminosity to be att520 in our
units. Many runs therefore start att0,0, but this is merely a
matter of convention.

B. Constructing irrotational initial configurations

To construct irrotational binary configurations in qua
equilibrium, we start from our relaxed, equilibrium mode
for single NS~paper 2, Sec. IIA!. These models are trans
formed linearly into irrotational triaxial ellipsoids, with prin
cipal axes taken from the PN models of Lombardi, Ras
and Shapiro for equilibrium NS binaries@24#. For example,
for an equal-mass system containing twoG53 polytropes
with an initial separationr 054.0, we find from their Table
III that the principal axes are given bya1 /R.1.02, a2 /a1
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.0.96, anda3 /a1.0.96, wherea1 , a2, anda3 are measured
along the binary axis (x direction!, the orbital motion (y
direction!, and the rotation axis (z direction!, respectively.
For an initial separationr 053.5, we find a1 /R.1.05,
a2 /a1.0.93, anda3 /a1.0.93. For the initial velocity field
of the fluid we adopt the simple form assumed for the int
nal fluid motion in irrotational Riemann ellipsoids@7#,

vx52VyS 12
2a1

2

a1
21a2

2D ~2!

vy5VxS 12
2a2

2

a1
21a2

2D , ~3!

whereV is the orbital angular velocity. It is easy to verif
that this initial velocity field has zero vorticity in the inertia
frame.

Calculating self-consistently the correct value ofV corre-
sponding to a quasiequilibrium circular orbit proves to
much more difficult in PN gravity than in Newtonian gravit
especially for irrotational configurations. In Newtonian gra
ity, the gravitational force between the two stars is indep
dent of the magnitude of the tidal deformation of the bod
to lowest order. Thus, even if the initial configuration
matter in the binary is slightly out of equilibrium, the orb
calculated for the two stars will still be almost perfectly c
cular. In PN gravity, the situation is quite different. Fro
Appendix A of paper 1, we see that the gravitational acc
eration, in our PN formalism, denoted there asFgrav , is
calculated as

Fgrav5S 11
1

c2 F3G22

G21

P

r *
2U* 1

3w2

2 G D ¹U* 1•••,

~4!

wherew is the the 1PN-adjusted velocity, andP, r * , andU*
are the pressure, rest-mass density, and gravitational po
tial, respectively, as defined in the BDS formalism~note that
U* as defined here is a positive quantity!. The quantity in
brackets is the 1PN correction to the gravitational force, a
depends explicitly on the initial thermodynamic state of t
NS. Small oscillations of each star about equilibrium res
in errors when calculating the gravitational force felt by ea
component of the binary. In addition, the gravitational for
is affected by the orbital velocity of the NS. Thus, when w
try to calculate the orbital velocity from the centripetal a
celerations of the respective NS, as in Eq.~1! of paper 2,

V5A2 v̇x
(1)1 v̇x

(2)

2r 0
, ~5!

wherev (1) and v (2) are the center-of-mass velocities of th
primary ~located initially on the positivex axis! and the sec-
ondary~located on the negativex axis!, respectively, we face
the problem that the right-hand side~RHS! of the equation is
itself a function ofV.

For an initially synchronized system, we solve this pro
lem by relaxing the matter in a frame corotating with t
2-3
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FIG. 1. The binary separation as a function
time ~top panel! for purely dynamical runs~with-
out radiation reaction effects! and k51.0 ~dot-
dashed line!, k51.1 ~short dashed line!, k
51.11~thin solid line!, k51.12~dotted line!, and
k51.2 ~long dashed line!. The same runs, as we
as a run withk51.11 including radiation reaction
~thick solid line! are shown in the middle pane
demonstrating the magnitude of the radiation r
action effects. We note a very small amplitud
radial oscillation in the run withk51.11, result-
ing from pulsations of the NS about equilibrium
In the bottom panel, we show the radial accele
tion divided by the gravitational acceleration fo
the binary system for the run withk51.11 ~solid
line! compared to the maximum density in th
system~dashed line! as a function of time, find-
ing excellent correlation.
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binary, and in the process find the equilibrium value ofV
self-consistently~see paper 1, Appendix A!. For an irrota-
tional binary, this is not possible, since we cannot describa
priori the proper velocity field toward which the matter mu
relax. We solve the problem instead by a more direct meth
Realizing that any simple approximation of the orbital velo
ity should be near the correct PN value, we alter the exp
sion forV to include a correction factor which, we hope, w
remove the effect of any small deviations away from eq
librium on the gravitational accelerations felt by each N
Therefore, we introduce a parameterk such that

V5kA2 v̇x
(1)1 v̇x

(2)

2r 0
. ~6!

For each value ofk, we iterate Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~6! over V
to determine a self-consistent velocity field att50. We then
perform trials for each value ofk, i.e., we perform purely
dynamical integrations~with radiation reaction turned off!
for about one full orbit, until we find one which produces
nearly circular orbit@such thatr (t) changes by no more tha
1%#. The results of one such set of calculations, for equ
mass NS with aG53 EOS and an initial separationr 0
54.0, is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. We see that
k51.0, which works extremely well for all runs performe
in Newtonian gravity, the orbital angular velocity is to
small, and the pericenter of the orbit lies within the dynam
cal stability limit, causing the system to merge~artificially!
within the first orbital period. Fork51.2, we see that the
orbit is elliptical, with our initial state corresponding to per
center. For a value ofk51.11 we obtain a very nearly cir
cular orbit. A residual small-amplitude oscillation is show
08404
t
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-
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in greater detail in the middle panel of Fig. 1. We see tha
occurs not on the orbital period time scale, but rather on
internal dynamical time scale of the stars. It is the dire
result of small-amplitude pulsations of each NS about eq
librium. This is illustrated more clearly in the bottom pan
of the figure, which shows the clear correlation between
radial acceleration of each NS~shown as a fraction of the
total inward gravitational acceleration! and the central den
sity of each NS. The numerical noise is an artifact of t
small number of particles located near the very center
each star for the density curve, and of precision limits in
calculation for the acceleration curve. When averaged o
time, we see nearly perfect correlation between the t
quantities. Also shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1 is a thi
solid line depicting the dynamical evolution of a run wi
k51.11 and radiation reaction included, to give a sense
the proper inspiral velocity in relation to the spurious rad
velocities resulting from oscillations.

C. Summary of calculations

We have performed several large-scale SPH calculat
of NS binary coalescence, assuming an irrotational ini
condition for the binary system. Table I summarizes the r
evant parameters of all runs performed, listing the adiab
exponentG, the mass ratioq, the initial separationr 0, and
the number of SPH particles.

We continue to use the same nomenclature for our S
runs introduced in paper 2, although we present here a
run E1, using an improved initial configuration calculated
the method described in the previous section. Run E1 is f
system with aG53 EOS, equal-mass NS, and an initi
separationr 054.0, and is similar in all respects to run B1 o
2-4
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POST-NEWTONIAN SPH . . . .III. . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 084042
paper 2~called the PN run in paper 1!, except that the initial
condition is irrotational. It was continued until a quasis
tionary remnant configuration was reached. Run E2 is fo
system with the sameG53 EOS, but a mass ratio ofq
50.8, and was started from a smaller initial separationr 0
53.5, since binaries with smaller masses take longer to c
lesce. In runs F1 and F2, the EOS hasG52, but we use the
same mass ratios and initial separations as runs E1 and
respectively.

Additionally, to assess the numerical accuracy and c
vergence of calculations for irrotational binaries, we p
formed three runs which were primarily designed to test
dependence of the physical results on numerical parame
First, we performed one run, labeled T2, identical to E1
cept for a smaller initial separationr 053.5. This run was
used to study how accurately the irrotational flow is ma
tained during the early stages of inspiral, and the effects
small amount of spurious tidal synchronization on the G
signal. We then repeated run T2 using 5000 and 500 000 S
particles per NS~for a total ofN5104 andN5106 particles,
respectively!, to study the effect of numerical resolution o
calculations where we know small-scale instabilities will d
velop. The number of neighbors was adjusted in the two r
to beNN550 andNN5200, respectively. This choice is dic
tated by the convergence and consistency properties of
basic SPH scheme: convergence toward a physically a
rate solution is expected whenboth N→` and NN→`, but
with NN /N→0 @27#. The primary consideration behind th
choice of the initial separation atr 053.5 ~rather thanr 0
54.0) was the high computational cost of a run withN
5106.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND TESTS

A. Overview

The coalescence process for binary NS systems is es
tially the same qualitatively whether they are initially sy
chronized or irrotational. Prior to merger, both NS show tid
elongation as well as the development of a tidal lag an
u lag , as noted in papers 1 and 2, created as the NS con

TABLE I. Input parameters for the runs described in this pap
G is the adiabatic exponent,q the binary mass ratio, andr 0 the
initial separation. All runs used 105 SPH particles, except testin
runs T1 and T3, with 104 and 106 SPH particles, respectively. Tes
ing run T2 differs from run E1 only in the initial separation. A
runs in this paper were started from an irrotational initial conditio

Run G q r0 log10N

E1 3.0 1.00 4.0 5
E2 3.0 0.80 3.5 5

F1 2.0 1.00 4.0 5
F2 2.0 0.80 3.5 5

T1 3.0 1.00 3.5 4
T2 3.0 1.00 3.5 5
T3 3.0 1.00 3.5 6
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ously try to maintain equilibrium while the coalescence tim
scale gets shorter and shorter. The inner edge of each
rotates forward relative to the binary axis, and the outer e
of each NS rotates backward. We defineu lag to be the angle
in the horizontal plane between the axis of the primary m
ment of inertia of each NS and the axis connecting the c
ters of mass of the respective NS. For equal-mass syst
the angle is the same for both NS. For binaries withq,1 we
always find a larger lag angle for the secondary than
primary.

Mass shedding through the outer Lagrange points is s
pressed in irrotational binaries, but the formation of a diff
entially rotating remnant is quite similar. That said, it is im
portant to understand the different computational challen
presented by irrotational systems. To demonstrate this
Fig. 2 we show the evolution of run E1, with aG53 EOS, a
mass ratioq51.0, and an initial separationr 054.0. It is in
all ways similar to run B1, except that the NS start from
irrotational configuration. Rather than plot SPH particle p
sitions, we instead show the density contours of the matte
the orbital plane, overlaying the velocity of the material
the corotating frame, defined by taking a particle-averag
tangential velocity, such that

Vc5

(
i

mi@~xvy2yvx!/r cyl# i

(
i

mi~r cyl! i

, ~7!

:

.

FIG. 2. Density contours in the orbital plane and velocity fie
shown in the corotating frame for the evolution in run E1 (G53,
q51). The physical speed of light,c2.5PN52.5, is shown to indicate
the scale. Upon first contact of the NS, two counterstreaming la
form a turbulent vortex sheet. As the cores of the respective
continue to inspiral, we see the formation of a merger remnant w
the beginnings of a more coherent differential rotation pattern.
2-5
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where the cylindrical radius is defined asr cyl5Ax21y2. In
synchronized binaries, the material maintains only a sm
velocity in the corotating frame prior to first contact. In co
trast, for irrotational binaries material on the inner edge
each NS is counterspinning in the corotating frame, and t
we see a large discontinuity in the tangential velocity wh
first contact is made. This surface layer, initially at low de
sity, is Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable to the formation of turb
lent vortices on all length scales. Meanwhile, material on
outer edge of each NS has less angular momentum in
irrotational binary configuration than in a synchronized o
Thus, there is less total angular momentum in the syst
and mass shedding is greatly suppressed, as we will dis
further in Sec. III B. At late times, though, the remnant r
tates differentially, with the same profile seen in the synch
nized case, namelyV(r ) attaining its maximum value at th
center of the remnant, and decreasing as a function of rad

In Table II, we show some basic quantities pertaining o
GW results, as well as the initial time for all runs, and t
tidal lag angleu lag which existed at the moment of firs
contact. The negative values oft0 merely reflect the fact tha
our runs require more than 20 dynamical times before rea
ing peak GW luminosity. Lag anglesu lag are listed for the
primary and secondary, respectively, in systems withqÞ1.
Each GW signal we compute typically shows an increas
GW luminosity as the stars approach contact, followed b
peak and then a decline as the NS merge together. Most
then show a second GW luminosity peak of smaller am
tude. For all of our runs we list the maximum GW luminosi
Lmax[max„LGW(t)… and maximum GW amplitudehmax

[max„Ah1(t)21h3(t)2
…, whereh1 , h3 , andLGW are de-

fined by Eqs.~23!–~25! of paper 1@see also Eqs.~8! and~9!
below!#. Quantities referring to the first and second lumino
ity peaks are denoted ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2,’’ respectively. In addition
we show the timet (2) at which the second peak occurs.

We continued several of our runs to late times to study
full GW signal produced during the coalescence, as wel
to study the properties of the merger remnants that may f
in these situations. For each of these runs, we list severa
the basic parameters of the merger remnant in Table III,
ing the values computed for the remnant att565. We iden-

TABLE II. Selected results from each run. Here,t0 is the time at
which the run was started, andu lag is the lag angle at first contac
given for the primary and secondary, respectively, for systems w
qÞ1.0. Quantities involving the first and second GW luminos
peaks are labeled with superscripts (1) and(2).

Run t0 u lag(deg) Lmax
(1) hmax

(1) Lmax
(2) hmax

(2) t (2)

E1 286 7.5 0.374 2.023 0.093 0.807 33
E2 239 6.5, 8.4 0.156 1.524 0.045 0.602 35

F1 2105 10.0 0.479 2.129 0.050 0.545 30
F2 255 3.8, 12.1 0.098 1.364 0.056 0.564 3

T1 221 7.8 0.358 2.009 0.125 0.932 32
T2 23 12.0 0.337 1.972 0.087 0.746 30
T3 216 5.8 0.356 1.989 0.111 0.907 32
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tify the remnant massMr , defining the edge of the remnan
by a density cutr * .0.005, as well as the gravitational ma
of the remnant in the PN runs, where the gravitational ma
which differs from the rest mass, is given byMgr[*r * (1
1d)d3x ~see paper 1 for more details!. Additionally, we list
the Kerr parameterar[cJr /Mgr

2 , central and equatorial val
ues of the angular velocity,Vc andVeq , the semi-major axis
a1 and ratios of the equatorial and vertical radiia2 /a1 and
a3 /a1, and the ratio of the principal moments of inert
I 2 /I 1.

B. Dependence on EOS stiffness

To study the effect of the EOS on the evolution of irrot
tional NS binaries, we calculated mergers of bothG53 and
G52 polytropes~runs E1 and F1, respectively!. A compari-
son of the binary separations as a function of time, alo
with the dimensionless GW luminosities and amplitudes
shown in Fig. 3. Immediately apparent is a difference in
location of the dynamical stability limit found in the tw
calculations. The orbit of the binary system containing N
with a softer EOS~run F1! remains stable at separation
where the binary system with the stiffer EOS has alrea
begun to plunge inward dynamically. We see that, as in
synchronized case presented in paper 2, the peak GW lu
nosity in dimensionless form is larger for the softer EOS, b
after a secondary luminosity peak the remnant relaxes tow
a spheroidal, non-radiating configuration~with essentially no
emission whatsoever aftert.40). We also note that the sec
ondary peak occurs sooner after the primary peak, by a fa
of .30%.

Even though they are presumed to be unphysical, ca
lations started from a synchronized initial condition make
much of the body of work performed to date on the bina
NS coalescence problem. Noting this, we compare our i
tational run E1, with parameters detailed above, to one s
lar in every respect but started with a synchronized ini
condition, our run B1. In the top panel of Fig. 4, we see th
the inspiral tracks do not align particularly well. Synchr
nized binaries contain more total energy, and are thus
dynamically stable than irrotational ones, leading to a m
rapid inspiral, even before the stability limit is reached. A
ditionally, the binary separation ‘‘hangs up’’ earlier, at
separationr'2.0, indicating the onset of mass shedding,
matter begins to expand radially outward from the syste
The middle and bottom panels of the figure show the G

th

TABLE III. Properties of the merger remnants. HereMr is the
rest mass of the remnant,Mgr is its gravitational mass,ar is its Kerr
parameter,Vc and Veq are the angular rotation velocities at th
center and at the equator, and theai ’s and I i ’s are the radii of the
principal axes and moments of inertia.

Run Mr Mgr ar Vc Veq a1 a2 /a1 a3 /a1 I 2 /I 1

E1 1.95 1.88 0.73 0.668 0.435 1.81 0.94 0.55 1.
F1 1.94 1.79 0.81 0.838 0.436 1.83 0.96 0.49 1.
T1 1.97 1.91 0.74 0.711 0.433 1.81 0.94 0.54 1.1
T2 1.97 1.91 0.74 0.735 0.414 1.80 0.98 0.57 1.0
2-6
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signals and luminosity, respectively, for the two runs. Wh
the initial luminosity peaks are similar for both runs, both
amplitude and morphology, the secondary peaks are va
different. The secondary peak for the synchronized syste
of considerably greater magnitude than in the irrotatio
case, and delayed relative to it. We conclude that, while
adiabatic index seems to be the dominant factor in determ
ing the GW signal during the merger itself, the initial velo
ity profiles of the NS play a key role in the evolution of th
remnant, as well as affecting the orbital dynamics dur
inspiral.

To better understand the features found in the GW sign
of these calculations, particle plots for runs E1, B1, and
are shown in Fig. 5. Comparing the leftmost panels, we
that att520, when the GW luminosity peaks, the mass co
figurations are qualitatively similar, although more low
density material is seen at the edges of the newly form
remnant in the run with theG52 EOS, conforming to the
general density profile expected for a softer EOS. M
subtle is the greater extension of the matter found in
synchronized run. Since material on the outer edge of e
NS has greater angular momentum when a synchronized
tial condition is chosen, the calculation shows that such
initial condition allows for greater efficiency at channelin
material outward during the final moments of inspiral. Th
difference is made abundantly clear by a comparison of
calculations att530, shown in the center panels. We s
extensive mass shedding from the synchronized run,

FIG. 3. Binary separation~top panel!, GW amplitudes in both
polarizations~middle panels! and GW luminosity~bottom panel! as
a function of time for runs E1 and F1. The solid lines correspond
run E1 (G53), and the dashed lines to run F2 (G52). The dynami-
cal stability limit for the softer EOS lies within that of the stiffe
one. The softer EOS also results in a higher peak GW lumino
but smaller amplitude post-merger GW emission.
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much less from the irrotational runs. There is significan
more mass shedding from the run with the softer EOS,
most of the material remains extremely close to the remn
Finally, by t545, we see that the softer EOS produces
nearly spherical remnant, whereas the calculations wit
stiffer choice of EOS produce remnants which are clea
ellipsoidal, and will continue to radiate GWs for some tim
albeit at a much lower amplitude than at the peak.

The strong influence of the choice of both EOS and init
velocity profile on the final state of the remnant is shown
Fig. 6 for the same three runs. In the top panel, we see
angular velocity profiles of the remnants att565. We see
that the choice of EOS plays an important role near the c
ter of the remnant, but atr .1.0, the velocity profiles are
essentially identical. The pattern holds as well for the m
profiles, which are shown in the bottom panel. The sof
EOS leads to a more centrally condensed remnant, as
would expect, but the remnants formed in both irrotation
calculations contain virtually all the system mass withinr
'2.0, with no more than 1% escaping to larger radii. The
is slightly more mass shedding pastr .2.0 for the softer
choice of EOS, since more of the low-density material ori
nally found at the edges of the NS is shed through the o
Lagrange points of the system. By comparison, the synch
nized run sheds almost 5% of the total system mass par
.2.0, even though the angular velocity profile at small ra

o

y,

FIG. 4. Binary separation~top panel!, GW amplitudes~middle
panels! and GW luminosity~bottom panel! as a function of time for
runs E1 and B1, started from an irrotational~solid line! and a syn-
chronized~dashed line! initial condition, respectively. The synchro
nized run contains more energy and is relatively more dynamic
unstable. While the initial peaks in the GW luminosities are
similar amplitude, the secondary peaks are much more luminou
the synchronized binary.
2-7
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JOSHUA A. FABER AND FREDERIC A. RASIO PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 084042
FIG. 5. Particle plots for runs E1 (G53; top panels!, B1 ~syn-
chronized,G53; middle panels!, and F1 (G52; bottom panels!,
described in Figs. 3 and 4. The orbital rotation is in the coun
clockwise direction. The plots show projections of all SPH partic
at t520 ~left!, t530 ~center!, and t545 ~right!. Mass shedding is
more sensitively dependent on the initial velocity field, but the re
nant equatorial ellipticity, and thus the post-merger GW emission
dominated by the choice of EOS.

FIG. 6. Angular velocity as a function of cylindrical radius~top
panel! and enclosed mass as a function of radius for the remnan
runs B1, E1, and F1, described in Figs. 3 and 4. The profiles
taken att565, correspond to irrotational run E1 (G53; solid line!,
run F1 (G52; dashed line!, and run B1~synchronized,G53; dot-
ted line!.
08404
is nearly the same as for the irrotational run with the sa
choice of EOS.

C. Unequal-mass binaries

Even though all well-measured NS masses in relativis
binary pulsars appear roughly consistent with a single
massMNS'1.4M ( @28#, it is important to consider case
where the two NS have somewhat different masses.
roles played by the primary and secondary in unequal-m
binary mergers are remarkably different compared to the
ture developed above for equal-mass systems. In paper 2
found that the primary NS in the system remains virtua
undisturbed, simply settling at the center of the new
formed merger remnant. The secondary is tidally disrup
prior to merger, forming a single thick spiral arm. Most
the material originally located in the secondary eventua
forms the outer region of the merger remnant, but a sign
cant amount of material is shed to form a thick torus arou
the central core. In Fig. 7, we show particle plots for runs
and F2, with aG53 andG52 EOS, respectively, both with
mass ratioq50.8. In the leftmost panels, att520, we see
that the secondary, located on the left, is tidally disrupted
it falls onto the primary. For the softer,G52 EOS~run F2!,
we see a greater extension of the secondary immedia
prior to merger, as well as early mass shedding from
surface of the primary, as material from the secondary es
tially blows it off the surface of the newly forming remnan
This process continues, so that byt530 ~center panels!, the
secondary has begun to shed a considerable amount of
in a single spiral arm which wraps around the system. Mu
like in the equal-mass case, the spiral arm is much broa
for the softer EOS. Mass loss from the primary is grea
reduced in the system with the stiffer EOS, with only a sc
tering of particles originally located in the primary lifted o
the surface. Finally, byt545 ~right panels!, we see that the

r-
s

-
is

of
ll

FIG. 7. Particle plots for runs E2 (q50.8, G53; top panels!
and F2 (q50.8, G52; bottom panels!, respectively. From left to
right, we see snapshots taken att520, t530, andt545, showing
in both cases the tidal disruption of the secondary, the formatio
a single spiral arm during mass shedding, and the eventual cre
of a massive torus around the merger remnant.
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spiral arm has in both cases begun to dissipate, leavin
torus around the merger remnant containing approxima
3 –4 % of the total system mass.

Although the merger process is significantly different f
equal-mass and unequal-mass binaries, the details of th
spiral phase are reasonably similar. In particular, the ev
tion of the binary separation for runs withq50.8, shown in
the top panel of Fig. 8 is roughly similar to what was fou
in Fig. 3 for binaries withq51.0. For both choices of the
EOS, the dynamical stability limit is located at approx
mately the same separation for bothq50.8 andq51.0 bina-
ries, although prior to the onset of instability the more m
sive equal-mass binaries show a more rapid stable insp
As we found before, the dynamical stability limit occurs fu
ther inward for the softer choice of the NS EOS.

In paper 2, we found that the scaling of the maximum G
amplitude and luminosity as a function of the system m
ratio followed a steeper power law in synchronized binar
than would be predicted by Newtonian point-mass estima
Newtonian physics predicts thathmax}q and Lmax}q2

(11q) for merging binary systems. RS found the scaling
their numerical calculations to roughly follow empiric
power law relationships given byhmax}q2 and Lmax}q6.
The discrepancy results from the unequal role played by
two components during the final moments before plun
The primary, which remains relatively undisturbed, contr
utes rather little to the GW signal, especially during the fin
moments before coalescence. Thus, the GW power is
duced as the mass ratio is decreased. Similar results

FIG. 8. Binary separation~top panel!, GW amplitudes~middle
panels! and GW luminosity~bottom panel! as a function of time for
our irrotational runs E2 and F2, as shown in Fig. 7. The solid a
dashed curves correspond to run E2 (G53) and run F2 (G52),
respectively. We see that GW production is significantly suppres
for the softerG52 EOS during the first peak.
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found in paper 2 for PN calculations of synchronized bin
ries, especially a steeper decrease in the GW luminosity
function of the mass ratio for binaries with a soft EOS.

In the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 8 we show t
GW signals and luminosity, respectively, for runs E2 and F
We find the same strong decrease in the GW power, e
cially for the softerG52 EOS. We expect that there shou
be a strong observational bias towards detecting merger
equal-mass components, especially if the EOS is softer.

D. Dependence on initial separation

All our results presented above for equal-mass bina
used an initial binary separationr 054.0, in part for the sake
of comparison with previous calculations for synchroniz
binaries. This choice agrees with the standard approac
utilizing the largest possible separation for which the cal
lation can be performed using a reasonable amount of c
putational resources. This also has the advantage that
small deviations from equilibrium will generally be dampe
away before the NS actually make contact. It also allows
the best determination of the dynamical stability limit. How
ever, a large initial separation can create problems in the c
of irrotational binaries, since numerical shear viscosity inh
ently present in SPH codes can lead to some degree of
synchronization of the NS during the inspiral phase. Thus,
the time the merger takes place, the NS will no longer
completely irrotational. To study this effect, we calculat
mergers for equal-mass NS with aG53 EOS starting at
initial separations of bothr 054.0 ~the aforementioned run
E1! andr 053.5 ~run T2!. In the top panel of Fig. 9, we show
the binary separation as a function of time for both ru
noting the good agreement throughout. At the very end, d
ing the merger itself, we do see the beginning of a slig
discrepancy, attributable in large part to greater mass sh
ding in the calculation started at greater separation. Thi
similar to what was seen in Sec. III B, where run B1, whi
had greater spin angular momentum, showed greater m
shedding, but the effect is greatly reduced in magnitude h
since the NS in run T2 are nowhere near complete sync
nization at the moment of first contact.

In the bottom panel of the figure, we plot the ratio of th
net spin angular momentum of the NS about their own c
ters of mass to the total angular momentum of the bin
system, as a function of time. We see that the NS do gra
ally acquire a rotation pattern which corresponds to the
rection of corotation, although there is nowhere near eno
time to synchronize the binary. The effect is greatly e
hanced immediately prior to merger in both cases, as the
develop tidal lag angles and become distorted. By the t
the binary initially started fromr 054.0 reaches a separatio
of r 53.5, the net angular momentum around each
around its center of mass is equal to approximately 0.5%
value we would expect should the binary be synchroniz
This difference persists throughout the inspiral phase w
the two calculations are compared.

In Fig. 10, we compare the GW signals and luminosit
for the two runs. We find excellent agreement between
two waveforms, both in amplitude and in phase. Both ru

d

d
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show the modulated, damped GW luminosity which is ch
acteristic of all runs we have computed using PN grav
There is a slight difference in the amplitude of the sign
during the second GW luminosity peak, but we expect s
differences to be minor in light of such issues as the unc
tainty in the equation of state and the larger problem o
proper relativistic treatment of gravitation.

To focus on the effect of varyingr 0 on the final results,
we show the final mass and angular velocity profiles of
remnants for the two calculations in Fig. 11. The results
in good agreement, although we see that the greater
angular momentum of the run started at greater initial se
ration leads to approximately three times as much mass
ing deposited in a halo which surrounds the remnant w
remaining gravitationally bound to it. In both cases, howev
the total mass in the halo is less than 1% of the total sys
mass. The inner region of the remnant in the run started f
r 054.0 actually spins slightly slower than in the run start
further inward, even though the NS have a greater spin
gular momentum at the moment of first contact, but o
because angular momentum transport outward was ma
ally more efficient in this case. We conclude that the cho
of initial separation plays very little role in determining th
results of our calculations, so long as we start from an ini
separationr 0*3.5.

E. Dependence on numerical resolution

As discussed in Sec. II C, 3D calculations with limite
spatial resolution could lead to GW signals which are dep
dent upon the number of particles used. To test this, G

FIG. 9. Binary separation~top panel! and the ratio of each star’
spin angular momentum to its total angular momentum~bottom
panel! as a function of time for runs E1 and T2 which started fro
an initial separationr 054.0 ~solid line! and r 053.5 ~dashed line!,
respectively. The binary with larger initial separation develo
greater spin angular momentum throughout the calculation prio
merger.
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FIG. 10. GW amplitudes in both polarizations~top and middle
panel! and GW luminosities~bottom panel! for the two runs de-
scribed in Fig. 9. The agreement is excellent throughout, excep
a slight difference in the amplitude of the second GW peak.s

to

FIG. 11. Angular velocity as a function of cylindrical radius~top
panel! and enclosed mass as a function of radius for the remnan
the runs shown in Fig. 9. The profiles are taken att565 for both
runs. We see that mass shedding to larger radii is very slig
increased for the calculation started fromr 054.0, but that in both
cases virtually all the matter in the system ends up in the remn
itself. The inset shows the profile at the outer edge of the syst
indicating that no more than.0.5% of the material is ejected to
larger radii.
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signals computed from NS merger calculations, we p
formed runs T1, T2, and T3, which all have equal-mass N
start from the same initial separationr 053.5, and use aG
53 EOS, but vary by two orders of magnitude in the numb
of SPH particles used, from run T1 with 104 to run T3 with
106 SPH particles. Although we could have usedr 054.0 as
an initial separation, we felt that the smaller initial separat
was justified given the large computational overhead
quired to do a calculation with a million SPH particles. T
the best of our knowledge, run T3 is the largest and high
resolution SPH calculation of irrotational binary NS coale
cence to date.

A comparison of the GW signals in both polarizations,
well as the GW luminosities, is shown in Fig. 12. We see t
the lowest resolution run T1 produces a GW signal clea
different than higher resolution runs T2 and T3. The diff

FIG. 12. GW luminosities~top! and waveforms~middle and
bottom! for calculations using increasing number of particles. T
dotted lines correspond to run T1 (N5104), the solid lines to run
T2 (N5105), and the dashed lines to run T3 (N5106). We see that
the two highest resolution runs agree almost perfectly. The low
resolution run is more susceptible to initial deviations from equil
rium, and shows some significant differences from the higher re
lution runs, especially after the first GW luminosity peak.
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ence is due in part to initial oscillations of the NS abo
quasiequilibrium. Such oscillations are greatly reduced
increasing the number of SPH particles. Since all three
culations started with the same approximate ellipsoidal m
els ~see Sec. II B!, we conclude that the amplitudes of th
initial fluctuations result primarily from numerical noise. Th
two runs with higher resolution show good agreement fr
beginning to end, producing nearly identical GW lumino
ties. Reassuringly, the GW signals also remain in ph
throughout, indicating that calculations withN*105 can in-
deed model well these irrotational binary mergers. To e
mate the precision which can be achieved for these num
cal resolutions, we show in Table IV a comparison of G
quantities computed at various times for each of the th
runs. At t510, t520, and t530, we show the total GW
strain h(t), and the instantaneous frequency of the GW
VGW(t)[u̇GW(t), defined by the relations

h1~ t ![h~ t !cosuGW~ t !, ~8!

h3~ t ![h~ t !sinuGW~ t !. ~9!

We see that for the two high resolution runs, no quan
shown varies by more than about 2%, whereas the differe
is more than 10% in the computed GW strains at late tim
between our highest and lowest resolution runs.

The vortices forming at the surface of contact are sho
in detail in Figs. 13 and 14. Density contours in the orbi
plane are overlaid with velocity vectors, which are plotted
the corotating frame of the binary, as defined by Eq.~7!. The
upper left panels show the evolution of run T1, with th
bottom left and right panels representing runs T2 and
respectively. In Fig. 13, we show the state of the three run
t520. Immediately apparent is that vortices have formed
the largest extent in the lowest resolution run, whereas in
higher resolution run there is little sign of particles mixin
except at a large distance along the vortex sheet from
center of the newly forming remnant. Byt525, shown in
Fig. 14, we see that there is a slight difference between
high resolution calculations with regard to the direction
the material flowing along the vortex sheet. In the high
resolution run, the streams of material flow nearly in
straight line from one vortex to the other, whereas in t
middle and lowest resolution runs, there is a larger region
material which is accelerated toward the very center of
remnant. Overall, though, there is excellent agreement

st
-
o-
t

solution
TABLE IV. GW quantities computed for runs with different numbers of particlesN at representative
times. Here,h(t) is the GW strain, andVGW(t) is the instantaneous angular frequency of the GWs. At
510, the stars are about to make contact,t520 is the moment of peak GW luminosity, and byt530 a
remnant has begun to form. In all cases, we see much better agreement between the two higher re
runs, at a level of.2%.

Run N h(t510) VGW(t510) h(t520) VGW(t520) h(t530) VGW(t530)

T1 104 1.49 0.556 1.71 1.053 0.74 1.192
T2 105 1.57 0.584 1.91 0.978 0.90 1.166
T3 106 1.58 0.581 1.87 0.996 0.89 1.154
2-11
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tween the two highest resolution calculations. The agreem
of the GW signals calculated from runs T2 and T3 lead us
believe that the small-scale differences seen in the ma
near the vortex sheet do not carry over into the bulk of
mass, responsible for the GW emission. Essentially,
quadrupole moment at any given instant is most sensitiv
dependent upon the orientation of the densest regions a
cores of the respective NS, which are unaffected by
small-scale motion in the vortex sheet. The infall of the co
is driven by dynamical instability, leading them to plung
inward and merge, disrupting the vortex sheet and leadin
the formation of the merger remnant.

IV. GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION SPECTRA

Zhuge, Centrella, and McMillan first pointed out the im
portance of GW energy spectra for the interpretation
merger signals@11#. In particular, on the basis of Newtonia
SPH calculations, they showed how the observation of p
ticular features in the spectra could directly constrain the
radii and EOS. Since the detection of NS merger events
likely be made in narrow-band interferometers, it is es
cially important to understand the frequency dependenc
the GW signals, and not just their time behavior~as repre-
sented by waveforms!.

Following the approach in@11#, we calculate the GW en
ergy spectrum from each of our calculations as follows.
first take the Fourier transforms of both polarizations of
GW signal,

h̃1~ f !5E e2p i f th1~ t ! dt, ~10!

FIG. 13. Density contours in the orbital plane and velocity fie
in the corotating frame of the binary att520 for runs T1, T2, and
T3, shown in Fig. 12. We see some discrepancies in the exten
vortex formation between the lowest resolution run and the
higher resolution runs, which agree well.
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h̃3~ f !5E e2p i f th3~ t ! dt, ~11!

and we insert them into the following expression giving t
energy loss per unit frequency interval~see, e.g.,@29#!,

dE

d f
5

c3

G

p

2
~4pr 2! f 2^uh̃1~ f !u21uh̃3~ f !u2&, ~12!

where the averages are taken over time as well as solid an
In terms of the components of the quadrupole tensor, we t
find

dE

d f
5

p2G

c5 F 8

15
~ uQ̃xx

(2)2Q̃yy
(2)u21uQ̃xx

(2)2Q̃zz
(2)u21uQ̃yy

(2)

2Q̃zz
(2)u2!1

48

15
~ uQ̃xx

(2)u21uQ̃yy
(2)u21uQ̃zz

(2)u2!G , ~13!

where Q̃i j
(2) represents the Fourier transform of the seco

derivative of the traceless quadrupole tensor.
For point-mass inspiral, the energy spectrum takes

power-law formdE/d f} f 21/3 @29#, the slowdecreasewith
increasing frequency coming from the acceleration of
orbital decay: although more energy is emitted per cyc
fewer cycles are spent in any particular frequency interva
the frequency sweeps up. Near the final merger, large de
tions from this simple power-law spectrum are expect
However, our initial binary configurations are still reaso
ably described by a point-mass model. Therefore, to c

FIG. 14. Density contours in the orbital plane and velocity fie
in the corotating frame of the binary att525 for the runs shown in
Fig. 13, with the same conventions as in that figure. We see
matter between the large vortices is directed toward the cente
the remnant in the two lower resolution runs, whereas the flow li
are straighter along the vortex sheet in the highest resolution r

of
o
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struct the complete GW signal, we attach a point-mass
spiral waveform ~hereafter referred to as the inspir
subcomponent! onto the beginning of the signal calculate
numerically with SPH~referred to as the merger subcomp
nent!. The quadrupole tensor for the inspiral subcompon
is assumed to have the form

Qxx~ t8!52Qyy~ t8!5A~ t8!cos„f~ t8!… ~14!

Qxy~ t8!5A~ t8!sin„f~ t8!… ~15!

Qzz~ t8!5Qxz~ t8!5Qyz~ t8!50, ~16!

wheret8[t2t0 is the timebeforeour dynamical calculation
starts, and the amplitude and phase given by

A~ t8!5~11e!
2Mm

F r 0S 12
t8

tmgr
D 0.25G ~17!

f~ t8!52E
t8

0

v~ t8!dt8 ~18!

v~ t8!5~1.01e8!A M

F r 0S 12
t8

tmgr
D 0.25G3,

~19!

wherer 0 is the initial binary separation andM andm are the
total and reduced masses of the system, respectively.
time constanttmgr is given by the familiar expression

tmgr5
5

256

c5

G3

r 0
4

mM2
. ~20!

With e5e850, these expressions correspond to the w
known quasi-Newtonian point-mass inspiral results@5#. Here
the correction factore is used to account for both finite-siz
and PN effects and is determined by matching the amplit
of the point-mass signal to the initial amplitude calculat
from our SPH initial condition. Typically, it is no larger tha
about 3%. The correction factore8 is used in a similar way
to match the initial angular velocity of the system, and is
similar magnitude. With these corrections, Eqs.~14!–~16!
describe well the inspiral subcomponent at late times,
not, of course, at earlier times where one should have
→0 ande8→0 ast→2`. The discrepancy, however, is n
more than 5%, and affects only the nearly featureless l
frequency part of the spectrum.

In Figs. 15 and 16, we show a comparison between
energy spectra computed from a Newtonian calculation w
radiation reaction and from a PN calculation. The Newton
calculation is the N run from paper 1~referred to in paper 2
as run A1!, which was performed for equal-mass NS wi
G53 EOS, started at a separationr 053.1 in a synchronized
initial state. The PN calculation is the run E1 described
Sec. III D, with equal-mass NS, aG53 EOS, and an irrota-
tional initial condition with separationr 054.0. In both fig-
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FIG. 15. Energy spectrum in GW calculated using Eq.~13! from
a typical Newtonian calculation~synchronized,q51, G53). We
show the inspiral~dotted line! and merger~dashed line! subcompo-
nents of the spectrum, as well as the total combined spect
~heavy solid line!.

FIG. 16. Energy spectrum from a typical PN calculation, run
(q51.0, G53). Conventions are as in Fig. 15. We see that
energy emitted during the late stages of inspiral is greatly s
pressed relative to the Newtonian case. The two prominent pea
higher frequencies correspond to the maximum GW luminosity
final merger remnant oscillation.
2-13
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ures, the dashed and dotted lines represent the merge
inspiral subcomponents, respectively, with the heavy s
line representing the total combined spectrum.

We see immediately that there is a significant differen
in the energy emitted betweenf / f dyn.0.0620.17
@550–1600 Hz for our adopted NS parameters; see Eq.~1!#.
This is directly attributable to the earlier dynamical instab
ity and faster inspiral rates found in PN calculations. Sin
the binary system spends less time in this frequency inter
the energy emitted is greatly suppressed by the additio
1PN effects. The characteristic ‘‘cliff frequency,’’ at whic
the energy spectrum plunges below the point-mass po
law, is the best indicator of the start of dynamical instabili
A measurement of this frequency, combined with theoret
calculations such as those presented here, would lead dir
to the determination of the NS radii, since all frequenc
scale with (M /R3)0.5 and the destabilizing 1PN effects sca
with M /R. For the system considered in Fig. 16 this ‘‘cli
frequency’’ is aboutf 50.06 f dyn (550 Hz), almost within
the reach of broad-band interferometers. Had the 1PN eff
been taken into account at full strength, this frequency wo
likely have been even lower, suggesting that deviations fr
point-mass behavior may even become measurable w
the frequency range of current theoretical point-mass insp
templates.

Two prominent features appear in the PN spectra at m
higher frequencies. In general, the characteristic frequenc
GW emission during mergers sweeps upward monotonic
throughout the evolution. The sharp peaks atf 50.17 f dyn
and f 50.23 f dyn ( f .1600 Hz andf .2200 Hz) in Fig. 16
are then clearly seen to result from emission at the time
the GW luminosity peak and during the remnant oscillat
~‘‘ring down’’ ! phase, respectively. In contrast to some p
vious Newtonian results@11#, we find the amplitude of thes
peaks to be well below the point-mass power law~by a factor
of almost 3 and 5, respectively!. No calculation we have
performed with our PN formalism has ever produced ene
above the point-mass power law in any frequency ran
confirming that the PN effects not only accelerate the
namical instability of the system, but also cause a supp
sion of the total GW emission during the entire merger~as
we first showed in paper 1!. Measurements of these pea
frequencies would also provide independent constraints
the EOS, but this will certainly require advanced detect
operated in narrow-band mode in order to beat the very h
laser shot noise above;1 kHz

We now examine the dependence of these calculated
energy spectra on initial binary separation and numer
resolution. In the top panel of Fig. 17, we compare the sp
tra computed from ourG53 EOS, equal-mass calculation
started at initial separations ofr 053.5 ~run T2! and r 0
54.0 ~run E1!. We see excellent agreement abovef
50.1 f dyn (.900 Hz), but a slight discrepancy near th
cliff frequency. At separations in the ranger 53.5–4.0, the
binary does inspiral faster than a point-mass model wo
predict. Since our code has been extensively tested
shown to reproduce Newtonian results in this separa
range~see Fig. 4 of paper 1!, we attribute the difference to
the 1PN effects.
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Assuming that a quasiequilibrium description of the sy
tem is appropriate in this range of separations, the insp
rate should be given by

dr

dt
.ĖGWS dE

dr D
equil

21

~21!

whereĖGW is the energy loss rate to gravitational radiatio
and (dE/dr)equil is the rate of change of total energy as
function of separation along an equilibrium sequence of
nary NS models@7#. Since the first factor is very insensitiv
to PN effects, we conclude that the slope of the equilibriu
energy curve must be made smaller by the addition of 1
corrections, in agreement with the results of PN equilibriu
calculations@24#. While there must exist aminimumin the
equilibrium energy curve at some critical separation, f
mally representing the innermost stable circular orbit~ISCO!
of the system@7#, this may be less relevant to the onset
dynamical coalescence, which will occur earlier, as soon
the inspiral time scale becomes comparable to the orb
period.

In the bottom panel of Fig. 17 we compare the ene
spectra from runs T1~with N5104 particles! and T2 (N
5105), used to study the dependence of the GW signal
numerical resolution. We find that the spectra are nea
identical in the frequency range 0.15f dyn, f ,0.27 f dyn
(1400 Hz, f ,2500 Hz), characteristic of the peak emi
sion and the following remnant oscillations, but disagree
a significant amount at lower frequencies. Recall from F
12 that the lowest resolution run led to larger initial oscill

FIG. 17. Comparison of GW energy spectra calculated fr
runs which differ in initial separation~top panel! or numerical reso-
lution ~bottom panel!. In the top panel, we show the spectra for ru
E1 and T2, started fromr 054.0 ~thin solid line! and r 0 /R53.5
~thick solid line!, respectively. In the bottom panel, we show th
spectra from runs T1 and T2 withN5104 ~thin solid line! and N
5105 ~thick solid line!, respectively.
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tions around equilibrium. While these~spurious! oscillations
are at too high a frequency to appear in the energy spect
they do affect the initial inspiral rate significantly. The ext
energy present in the system, combined with the tendency
the binary orbit to become slightly eccentric, leads to
artificially accelerated inspiral, and a further reduction of t
energy above the cliff frequency.

Further comparisons are shown in Fig. 18. In the
panel, we show the energy spectra for two different value
G. These were computed from the two equal-mass r
started fromr 054.0, run E1 withG53, and run F1 withG
52. Note that these two different values ofG are compared
here at constantM and R, which is of course not realistic
The dominant dependence of the GW emission on the EO
likely to be from the scaling of finite-size effects withR, and
from the scaling of PN effects withM /R, which we cannot
study realistically given the limitations of our PN formalis
~Sec. II A!. At low frequencies the two spectra are nea
identical. For the softer EOS, the peak in the energy sp
trum corresponding to maximum GW emission is of sligh
lower amplitude and frequency. The peak corresponding
remnant oscillations is greatly suppressed, since the soft E
cannot support a stable triaxial configuration~see RS2!. In
the bottom panel of Fig. 18, we compare the energy spe
from synchronized binaries~run B1! and irrotational binaries
~run E1!. We find a sharper ‘‘cliff’’ from the synchronized
system, leading to lower energy in the frequency range u
about f 50.09 f dyn (800 Hz). At higher frequencies, how
ever, the two spectra are remarkably similar. In particular,
spectral peak frequencies appear to be affected much m
strongly by the EOS than by the details of the initial veloc
configuration.

FIG. 18. Comparison of GW energy spectra from runs wh
differ in the choice of EOS~top panel! and initial velocity profile
~bottom panel! for equal mass NS. In the top panel, we show t
spectra for runs E1 and F1, with aG53 EOS~thin solid line! and a
G52 EOS~thick solid line!, respectively. In the bottom panel w
show the comparison between run E1 and run B1~with a synchro-
nized initial condition; thick solid line!.
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In Fig. 19, we compare GW spectra for systems with d
ferent binary mass ratios. In the top panel, we compare r
T2 and E2, with mass ratios ofq51.0 andq50.8, respec-
tively ~both with aG53 EOS and both started from an initia
separationr 053.5). We see a clear difference in the over
amplitude of the two spectra, but in general the lo
frequency behavior of the spectra is not qualitatively diffe
ent. In both cases, we see a smooth decline in the GW en
which indicates the onset of dynamical instability, and lev
off as we reach the characteristic frequency of the maxim
emission. A clear difference is the lack of a true peak in
spectrum for theq50.8 binary, which reflects the suppre
sion of GW emission in unequal-mass mergers, discusse
Sec. III C. There is a well defined peak in the energy sp
trum characteristic of emission from the remnant, nea
equal in amplitude to the first peak, as was found for
equal-mass binary with the same EOS. The frequencie
both peaks in theq50.8 spectrum are shifted lower relativ
to their location in the equal-mass case. In the bottom pa
of Fig. 19, we show the same comparison for runs F1 and
with G52. The results are similar except that now the fi
peak for the binary withq50.8 is completely absent.

V. SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Using the PN Lagrangian SPH code described in our p
vious papers, which is complete to 1PN order and inclu
radiation reaction effects, we have investigated a wide
rameter space of binary NS mergers started from an irr
tional initial condition. This initial configuration represen

FIG. 19. Comparison of GW energy spectra for binaries w
different mass ratios and NS with aG53 ~top panel! or G52
~bottom panel! EOS. Thin solid lines represent the spectra f
equal-mass runs T2 and F1, thick solid lines for runs E2 and
with q50.8. Binaries withq,1 not only have lower amplitude
through the lower frequency portion of the spectrum, but also l
clear peaks at the characteristic frequency of maximum GW em
sion.
2-15
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the most realistic approximation for NS binaries at sepa
tions of r 0.3.5–4.0 R, corresponding to the onset of dy
namical coalescence.

Based on these calculations, as well as those from
previous papers, we have calculated the energy spectru
the gravitational wave emission for a variety of systems. T
key result is the existence of a ‘‘cliff frequency’’ in all of th
energy spectra we have studied, i.e., a frequency ab
which the energy emitted dips dramatically beneath
point-mass approximation. We attribute this effect to the
set of dynamical instability in binary systems, which leads
a much more rapid inspiral than the point-mass formula p
dicts, an effect amplified when PN terms are taken into
count. If the cliff frequencies of binary systems are ev
smaller than those found here~typically around 500 Hz for
our standard NS parameters! when general relativity is
treated consistently, they may lie within the frequency ba
accessible to broad-band laser interferometers. For exam
proposals for LIGO II@30# place its upper frequency limi
around 1000 Hz~where the sensitivity in terms of a chara
teristic GW strain has been degraded by a factor;10 due to
photon shot noise!, meaning that cliff frequencies should b
seen if the true physical NS radius is sufficiently large,R
*10 km. Our results also suggest that the high freque
features in the GW energy spectrum, which result from em
sion during the merger itself (f .1600 Hz) and from late-
time oscillations of the remnant~‘‘ring down’’ f
.2200 Hz), will be observable only by more advanc
narrow-band detectors, but if observed, could place str
constraints on the NS EOS.

We also find from our calculations that initially irrota
tional binaries evolve in a qualitatively different way than
initially synchronized systems. Regardless of the choice
EOS, runs started from an irrotational configuration resul
much less mass shedding than do synchronized runs, de
iting no more than 1% of the total system mass in an ou
halo which remains bound to the merger remnant at the c
ter of the system. Additionally, there is a significant diffe
ence in the inspiral rate of such systems immediately prio
merger, with synchronized systems merging much more
idly. Thus, since real NS binaries should be essentially ir
tational, it is important to exercise caution when interpret
the results drawn from calculations for initially synchroniz
systems, both before and after the merger occurs. The lac
mass shedding seen in our PN calculations of irrotatio
systems leads us to conclude that essentially no mass sh
be shed from realistic binary systems, since general rela
istic effects further suppress the mass shedding instab
@31,32#.

From a calculational standpoint, we find competing arg
ments for the ideal initial binary separation of an irrotation
system. Runs started from larger separations~here r 0
54.0R) require greater computational resources, and sh
more spurious synchronization because of the numerical
cosity of the SPH method. Such calculations do provid
better treatment of the deviations from point-mass insp
prior to merger which result from both Newtonian and P
finite-size effects. However, runs started from closer inr 0
53.5R) are more reliable for drawing conclusions about t
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final state of the system, with regard to mass shedding
well as the rotational profile of the remnant. We find, rea
suringly, that the phase and amplitude evolution of the G
signal during the primary luminosity peak is unaffected
the initial separation.

We believe that our results are unaffected by the limi
numerical resolution of 3D calculations. Although mergin
binary NS systems develop small-scale instabilities, wh
evolution we cannot follow exactly, we see little effect on t
GW signals we compute, so long as we use a sufficien
large number of SPH particles. This is especially true for
phase of the GW signal. We conclude that numerical conv
gence for a given set of initial conditions and physical a
sumptions is possible without requiring excessive compu
tional resources.

Based on these results, we believe that the fundame
limits of our method are not set by the numerical resolut
or available computational resources, but rather by sh
comings in the PN formalism itself. All our PN calculation
are limited by the magnitude of the 1PN terms that appea
the hydrodynamic equations. Since we cannot treat ph
cally realistic NS models, we deal with the 1PN terms
reduced strength. This hybrid method does in some se
approximate the cancellations found in GR between 1PN
higher-order terms, but in the end cannot fully model t
non-linear nature of relativistic gravity. To do so in a mo
complete manner, two different approaches have been
ployed. The first is to attempt to integrate the hydrodynam
equations in full GR, as done recently by Shibata and U
@32#. Starting from quasi equilibrium irrotational binary sy
tems at the moment of first contact, they calculate the fu
relativistic evolution of the system. Such calculations rep
sent a remarkable step forward, and can be considered
forefront of the current efforts to understand binary NS co
lescence. They are limited only by the accuracy to wh
they can prepare their initial conditions and by the difficu
of extracting accurate GW signals from the boundary of
grids at a finite distance, usually well within the near zone
the source. As of yet no formalism has proven stable eno
to handle a calculation which starts from the dynamica
stable region and ends after the merger is complete.

A second approach is to use an approximation of full G
which is known to be numerically stable, known as thecon-
formally flat ~CF! approximation@31,33,34#. In this approxi-
mation to general relativity, assuming a specific form for t
spatial part of the metric allows the equations of GR to
reduced to a set of linked non-linearelliptic equations. The
drawback to the method is that the CF approximation is ti
symmetric, and thus does not include the dissipative grav
tional wave effects seen in full GR. Such terms can be ad
externally to the formalism, though, to give the proper d
namical behavior@31#. The CF approximation has been us
successfully to compute quasi-equilibrium binary sequen
to high accuracy for both synchronized@35,36# and irrota-
tional @35–37# binaries, showing good agreement with ful
relativistic calculations of synchronized@38# and irrotational
binaries@39#, except for the case of extremely compact NS
small separations. Additionally, a PN variant of the CF a
proximation has been used to study rapidly rotating sing
2-16
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star configurations@40#, giving excellent agreement with
fully GR calculations@41#. In addition to equilibrium studies
dynamical SPH calculations have recently been perform
using relaxed, initially synchronized binary configuratio
@31#.

The authors are currently working on a code that will ta
as an initial condition fully relativistic irrotational, quas
equilibrium models for binary NS systems, calculated us
spectral methods@35#. The system will then be evolved i
the CF approximation. As the formalism is known to wo
for both binary configurations and rapidly rotating single-s
configurations, reflective of our merger remnants, the hop
that such a method will allow us to calculate the evolution
a physically realistic binary system from the dynamica
stable regime through merger and formation of a mer
r-

,

e

o-

,

08404
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remnant, in a way that is consistent with GR throughout. T
comparison of such calculations with those performed in
GR will serve as an important check of the shortcomings a
successes of either approach.
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